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1. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREMS 
The initial problem in our discussion is to characterize those families (M&sK 
of modules over an associative ring R with 1 for which the direct product 
nktK Mk is projective (R-modules are unitary right modules unless otherwise 
stated). A fundamental result in this area is due to Chase [3] who determined 
the ideal-theoretic equivalent to the requirement that al2 direct products of 
projective R-modules be projective. In [4] and [13] Chase’s result was extended 
to a description of n-projective modules (a module M is n - x resp. C - x 
in case all direct products resp. direct sums of copies of M have property x). 
Roughly speaking, the problem can be divided into three separate questions: 
Which restrictions on the factors are necessary and sufficient for the direct 
product nbcK M, to be (1) a direct sum of countably generated submodules, 
(2) flat, (3) trace-accessible (an R-module M is called trace-accessible if MT = M 
where T = C (Im(f): f E Hom,(M, R)}) ? This paper primarily deals with 
the first question, Conditions (2), (3) are fulfilled for all families of projective 
R-modules if R satisfies a finiteness condition which lies between being left 
coherent and left noetherian [15, 4.21. For additional information see [4], [13]. 
We will see that our problem is closely related to the dual one for injectivity. 
As was shown in [12,3.4], an &module M isx-pure-injective = ~-algebraically 
compact iff it satisfies the minimum condition on subgroups PM, where P 
is a subfunctor of the forgetful functor Mod R -+ Mod Z which commutes 
with direct products. Such functors, called p-functors, serve to unify various 
chain conditions: The subgroups PM of M include all finitely generated 
End(M,)-submodules of M, all annihilators Ann,,(X) of subsets X of R, 
and the subgroups Ma where a is a finitely generated left ideal of R. More- 
over, they are closed under arbitrary intersections and finite sums. (For more 
representative examples see Sec. 3, Proof of Theorem 2.) 
The following two theorems are of interest beyond the above mentioned 
problem. The assertion of the first is a natural continuation of [3, 3.11 resp. [7] 
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and [13, LA], where the special cases M, g R resp. Mh: g M,, for all K, k’ E K 
are considered, but the proof requires new arguments. 
THEOREM 1. Let N be an in..nite cardinal, (M,),,K an arbitrary family of 
R-modules. 
If JJlzeK MI, is (a direct summand of) a direct sum of submodules, each of cardinality 
at most N, then for each descending chain (P,JneN of p-functors there is a natural 
number n, such that 
I{k E K: P,M, e P,JV, for some n E iV}i < N. 
(1 A 1 is the cardinality of a set A). 
Note that for K > 1 R j any &generated module is of cardinality at most N. 
Thus projectivity of nkeK M, forces the above uniform chain condition on the 
Mk’s, with an exceptional set of cardinality less than / R j for each chain of 
p-functors (this is obvious in case 1 R / is finite). 
The following “converse” does not involve direct products at all. 
THEOREM 2. Every C-algebraically compact, flat and trace-accessible module 
is projective. 
Theorem 2 applies to our problem as follows: Suppose l’JkcK Mk is flat and 
trace-accessible, and for every descending chain (PJPlcN of p-functors there is 
a natural number n, such that P,M,. = P,,Mk for n >, n, and all k. Then 
nksX M, is projective. 
The first of the following corollaries was recently proved in [13, !%I]. 
COROLLARY 1. Given a n-flat and n-trace-accessible module M, the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) M is ];I-projective. 
(2) M is C-algebraically compact. 
(3) M satisfies the descending chain condition on subgroups Ma, where 
a is a$nitely generated left ideal of R. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose M is a simple module. Then M is n-projective zff 
M is projective and finite dimensional over its division ring of endomorphisms. (In 
contrast to this, there are simple, C-algebraically compact modules which are not 
finite dimensional over their endomorphism ring.) 
Supplementary remarks. 1. Let M be a projective module with trace T. 
The equality P,M = P,M is equivalent to T(P,R) = T(P,R). Moreover, 
when R is left coherent, the minimum condition on subgroups PM of M is 
equivalent to that on left ideals of the type Ta, where a is a finitely generated 
left ideal of R. (Compare [3, 3.31). 
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2. If R is commutative, then every C-algebraically compact direct 
product of projective R-modules is trace-accessible. 
The proofs will be deferred till Section 3. 
Of course a uniform as well as complete description of projective direct 
products in terms of the factors is not be be expected. Products over an index 
set smaller than / R / require an individual treatment, as the following trivial 
example shows: If R is the direct product of rings R, , then R = nkeK R, 
is a projective R-module without further restrictions on the R,‘s. Also note that, 
in contrast to the case M = R, the chain condition in Corollary 1 cannot in 
general be replaced by the minimum condition on finitely generated End(M,)- 
submodules of M: Let R be the endomorphism ring of an infinite dimensional 
vector space and M the ideal of endomorphisms of finite rank. Then MR is 
projective, n-flat and n-trace-accessible, End(MJ g R, and RM satisfies 
the descending chain condition on finitely generated submodules. Yet MR 
is not n-projective. 
In a forthcoming paper we will exhibit a large class of examples of C-alge- 
braically compact rings, i.e. rings for which all projective modules are C-alge- 
braically compact. 
2. FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
It is immediate that Theorem 1 contains the well-known Faith-Walker- 
Theorem on decompositions of injective modules: 
COROLLARY 3 (e.g. [I, 25.81). R is right noetherian zg there exists a cardinal 
number K such that every injective R-module is a direct sum of submodules of 
cardinality at most K. 
PYOO~. One implication is standard. For the converse let K be as above, 
let M be an injective cogenerator for Mod R, and apply Theorem 1 to MK 
with / K 1 3 sup(~, NJ. Th is shows that M satisfies the descending chain 
condition on subgroups Ann,(X), XC R, and equivalently, R satisfies the 
ascending chain condition on right ideals Ann,(Y), Y C M. Since M is a cogene- 
rator, the latter comprehend all right ideals. 
By a classical result in abelian group theory, direct sums of countable (abelian) 
torsion groups can be characterized by sets of invariants [5, I 23.1 and II 78.41. 
The method of proof of Theorem 1 shows that for the torsion subgroup of a 
direct product of abelian groups this advantageous decomposability occurs 
only in trivial cases. The first part of the following corollary is due to Mishina 
and Loi (for R = Z and X = N,, [lo] and [9]). For the rest of this section x 
will denote an infinite cardinal. 
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COROLLARY 4. Let R be a Dedekind domain and M the direct product of 
R-modules Mk (k E K), each with the largest divisible submodule ML . For 
0 # p E Spec R, T,M is the p-component of the torsion submodule of M. 
1. Suppose M is a direct sum of submodules of cardinality < N. Then each 
M, has the same property, and there is a non-zero ideal a of R and a subset K’ of 
K with / K’ 1 < N. such that (MJML) a = 0 for k E K\K’. (For Et = K, and R 
countable the converse is clearly also true.) 
2. Let R be countable. Then T,M is a direct sum of countable submodules 
ifl each T,M, has this property and (TpM,JTpMJ pn = 0 for some n E N 
and almost all k G K. 
Proof. 1. Write MrC = ML @ Ml . By Kaplansky’s Theorem, every 
direct summand of M is a direct sum of K-generated submodules which, again 
by hypothesis, are even of cardinality < N. In particular, this is true for nlcEK Mi. 
Since the p-functors M t-t Mb, where b runs through all non-zero ideals of R, 
form a downward directed system, Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of a non- 
zero ideal a of R and a subset K’ of K of cardinality < Et such that Ml& = 
M&I for all non-zero ideals b and all k E K\K’. Since Mi is reduced, this means 
Mio = 0 for k E K\K’. 
2. “If” is clear, since nlcsX T,Mk ’ is a direct sum of countable modules. 
“Only if”: It is enough to consider the case where Mk is reduced p-primary 
for all k. Assume that for each i E N there are infinitely many k with Mk pi # 0. 
Then there is a sequence (k,JnEN of pairwise different elements of K and 
a strictly increasing sequence (&JneN of natural numbers such that Mk contains 
a direct summand isomorphic to R/@. (If almost all Mk’s are bounde”d, this is 
clear. Otherwise use the fact that a reduced unbounded p-primary module 
contains cyclic direct summands of arbitrarily high order, which is an obvious 
generalization of [5, I p. 119 Ex. I].) Th us we are free to start with K = N 
and Mn = R/p’” where ln+l >- 1,. Pick Y, E pzn-l\pzn. Replacing M by TM we can 
now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1, Case 1, with x = ?$ , P, : 
MN M@-l, x, = r, + pzn E P,M,JP,,,Mn , and C, = {n>. 
The following specialized version of Theorem 1 is often more manageable 
than the original one. 
COROLLARV 5. Let (M,JBEK be a family of (right) modules over an arbitrary 
ring R. If nksK Mk is a direct sum of submodules of cardinality at most H, then 
for each set E of pairwise orthogonal idempotents of R there is a subset K’ of K 
of cardinality smaller than K such that (JJrcsK,x, Mk) e = 0 for almost all e E E. 
Proof. Assume the conclusion to fail for some set E of orthogonal idem- 
potents. From this we will derive the existence of a family (En)ncN of pairwise 
disjoint nonempty subsets of E with \{k E K: M,E, # O}\ >, N for all n. With 
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the choice P, : M w AnnM(uiGn E,), Theorem 1 will then show that the hypoth- 
esis cannot be fulfilled: Observe that xe f 0 implies xe E P,Mk\Pn+,M, for 
xEM,andeEE,+r, which means J{K E K: Ps+lMk & PnMk}f > N for all n. 
For e E E let K(e) denote the set of all K E K with M,e # 0 and E,, the set 
of all e E E with 1 K(e)/ 3 K. In case E,, is infinite, any partition of E,, into non- 
empty subsets En (n E N) has the desired property. Thus we may suppose that 
E,, is finite. 
We are now interested in the set K,, = {k E K: Mh(E\E,,) # O}. In view of 
(I-I kEK\~o J&J e = 0 f or e E E\E, our assumption implies 1 K,, j > N. Pick 
ek E E\E, with M,e, # 0 for k E K, and consider the cardinality r of the set 
{elc : k E K,). If 7 > N, any partition of {elz : k E K,,} into subsets En of car- 
dinality >K will do. Now suppose 7 < K. For convenience, we identify r 
with a suitable subset of K,, so that each eK (k E K,) occurs exactly once among 
the et’s (t E T). From K, = utE7. K(e,) we conclude that suptaT 1 K(e,)l > N. 
In particular, since 1 K(e,)I < K for t E 7, the well-ordered set (1 K(e,)l: t E T} 
does not possess a largest element and hence contains a countably infinite 
family of pairwise disjoint cofinal subsets, But this means that we can find 
pairwise disjoint subsets K, (n E N) of 7 with suptsK, j K(e,)j = N, yielding 
E, = {e, : t E K,} as required. 
Corollary 5 is illustrated by the following 
EXAMPLES. In both examples let N > 1 R I. 
1. Let R be the endomorphism ring of an infinite dimensional vector 
space (or any factor ring of a ring of this type). Then no direct product of non- 
zero R-modules which extends over an index set of cardinality ,>N is a direct 
sum of K-generated submodules. In particular, no such product is projective. 
(In contrast to this, RK is clearly a projective right R-module if 1 K 1 does not 
exceed the dimension of the vector space.) 
Proof. As is well-known R contains a largest proper two-sided ideal, namely 
the set of all endomorphisms of rank smaller than the dimension of the vector 
space (or the homomorphic image of this set). Moreover, there is an infinite 
set E = {es : 12 E N} of orthogonal idempotents outside this ideal. Because 
Me, # 0 for each non-zero R-module M, Corollary 5 yields our claim. 
2. Let (S& be a family of rings, R a subring of nliel Si containing 
&, Si , and let Mfi be an R-module with trace Tk for k E K. Suppose that 
nKEK M, is a direct sum of N-generated submodules. Then there is a subset 
K’ of K with ) K’ I < N such that &PK,K, Tk is contained in a finite sum 
@id si . 
Proof. Choose E = (ei : i E I} where ei E R carries 1 in the i-th place, 
0 elsewhere, and apply Corollary 5. 
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3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let M = nlcaK M, . By Kaplansky’s Theorem (generalized 
version [l, 26.11) we may assume M = Blet QI with ) Q1 1 < X. Let (P,) 
be a descending chain ofp-functors. If we denote the set (k E K: P,+,M, $ P,,M,} 
by En > our claim is the existence of a natural number no such that 
I h-n, E, 1 < X. Assume the contrary and distinguish two cases: 
(I) There is n, E N with 1 E, j < Et for n 2 no . 
(II) There are infinitely many n E N with / E, ) 3 X. 
In deriving a contradiction from (I), we will use the following set-theoretic 
lemma. For each ordinal number 01 we identify the ol-th infinite cardinal X, with 
the first equivalent ordinal number. 
LEMMA [2, p. 129 Exercise 19b]. Let 01 be a Zimit ordinal and c(a) the 
smallest among the cardinals of the cofznal subsets of K, . Then x$*’ > K, . 
Case II will be proved impossible in two steps, the second of which is an 
adaptation of Chase’s proof of [3, 3.11. W e will outline it for the sake of com- 
pleteness. 
Case 1. Reindex the P,‘s SO that n, = 1. From 1 unaM E, ] > X and 
1 E, 1 < X for all n we deduce X = K, or X = X, with a limit ordinal 01 and 
c(a) = K, . In view of the lemma we have X ‘0 > X in both cases. By induction 
define pairwise disjoint subsets K, of E, respectively: Kl = El , K,+1 = 
E,+l\Ui<, Ki . Note that / K, ) < X and 1 (JnE~ K,, ( = X. 
For n E N choose a subset C, of the power set ‘$J(K,) of K, of cardinality 
equal to the minimum of ( ‘?@(K,Ji and Et. (Note that the adoption of the con- 
tinuum hypothesis would ensure 1 ‘$(Ka)\ <X). Moreover, pick X*E P,,M,\P,+,IM, 
for k E K, and all n, and let M(n) be the set of all y = ( yr) E M such 
that, for some T E C,, , we have yk = xk if k E T and y, = 0 if k E K\T. Observe 
) M(n)] = 1 C, 1 < X. Since the KG’s are disjoint, the definition of the subsets 
OncN M(n) and JLN M(n) of M is self-evident. The cardinality of the first 
does clearly not exceed X, and therefore it is contained in a direct summand V 
of M which is also of cardinality at most X. On the other hand, observe that the 
cardinality of nneRI M(n) exceeds X: In case j M(n)\ < X for all n, we have 
I M(n)1 = I ‘WL)I and conclude I ILN M(n)1 = I ‘%(Uns~ KJI > X. Now 
suppose I M(m)\ = X for some m, i.e. 1 ‘@(K,)[ >, X. Then K, is infinite, hence 
) K, I < X implies X > X0, and / Ulaf~ K, j = X means SUP,,~ 1 K, / = X. 
In particular, there are infinitely many natural numbers n with 1 K, I > I Km ) 
and a fortiori with / M(n)1 = X. Again it follows that / nnshl M(n)\ = XNo > X. 
Let M = V @ W. In view of the difference in cardinalities there are different 
elements x, x’ E JJnsN M(n) with the same V-projection, i.e. z = x - x’ E W. 
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Let n, be the projection of M onto the direct product of the Mk’s, k E &,, Ki , 
along the product of the remaining factors and observe 7rJ.z) = n,(x) - 
v*(x’) E I/. From z - X,(Z) = wfl + w, with v, E V and w, E W we therefore 
derive P,(Z) + v, = 0, that is z = w, for all n. Because each component 
.z~ equals &xl, or 0, we know that z - n,(z) E P,,,,M and infer w, E P,,,,M. 
But z E nlzGFai P,M contradicts the fact that, for some k and n, we have 
zk = &xk E P%MJP,,,M, . 
Case II. In a preliminary step we will construct a strictly increasing sequence 
MnoN of natural numbers and pairwise disjoint subsets K, of Ei, respectively, 
with 1 K, 1 > N this time. We give the details of the induction step, the beginning 
being clear then if we set K,, = o and N, = {n E N: / E, 1 3 K}. Let 
i, < iz < ... < iI, and Kl ,..., K,,, be as required and let N,, 3 Ni 3 . .. 1 N, 
be infinite subsets of IV such that Nr = {n E NJ-, : n > i, and 1 E,‘,uicl Kj 1 > N) 
for 1 < 1 ,< m. We obtain im+l , K,,, , Nm+r as follows: Let i,+1 = min N, . 
Divide Ei, ,\uiGm Kj into two disjoint subsets A and B, each of cardinality at 
least N. In case there are infinitely many n E N, with i(En\ui+ Kj) n A 1 > K, 
define K,,,., = B, otherwise define K,+1 = A. In either case our construction 
guarantees that 1 K,+] 1 > it and that the set N,,,, = {n E N, : n > irn+, 
and I En\Uj<m+l Kj / > K} is in&rite.-Simplify the notation to i, = n by 
passing to a suitable subsequence of (P,). 
This time, define M(n) = lJEK, Mk. Let pr:N1= BieL.Qj-+Q1 be the 
projection. Our aim is to (inductively) construct sequences (m,JnEN of elements 
m, E P,M(n) and (Zn),,EN of elements of L with ql,(m,,) E PnQl,\Pn+lQl, and 
ql,(mi) = 0 for i < n. Defining m = ClleN m, E M, we then conclude ql (m) = 
!7l,(4 + 92,Ei>n mi) # 0 for each n, since the second summand “lies in 
pn+~Qt, 3 whereas the first does not. This contradicts m E &= Qt . 
The case n = 1 runs parallel to the induction step. So let mi , Zi be as above 
for i ,( n - 1. We have to show that there is an element 1, EL, outside 
L’ = {ZsL: qt(mi) # 0 f or some i < n - l}, such that qzn(P,M(n)) Q Pn+lQt,. 
The contrary would mean that the homomorphism P,M(n)/P,+,M(n) -+ 
PnQ2/Pn+lQl induced by qt is zero for all I EL\L’. Since the natural map 
P,M(n)/P,+,M(n) --f P,M/P,,,.,M z GleL. PnQl/Pn+lQl is injective, we infer 
that the map P,M(n)/P,+,M(n) + olsL, PnQl/Pn+lQl is injective. But this 
is impossible, because the cardinality of the range is at most X, whereas the 
cardinality of P,M(n)/P,+,M(n) s nREKn P,,MJPn+lM~ exceeds x. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The following “matrix functors” [A, a] are easily seen 
to be p-functors: If A = (uij)ie,,isJ is a column-finite R-matrix and G E I, 
then [A, a] M is the cu-th projection of the solution set of the system 
Cisl Xiaij = 0 (i E: J) in Mt. Call A resp. [A, a] finite if Jis finite. (According 
to [12, 3.41, the finite matrix functors are representative in testing the descending 
chain condition on subgroups PM, where P is an arbitrary p-functor.) 
Let M be C-algebraically compact, flat and trace-accessible. Moreover, 
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let T be the trace ideal of M in R and A the ideal of S = End(MJ consisting 
of all finite sums of endomorphisms mf(-) where m E M, fe Hom,(M, R). 
First we will check that x E dx for all x E M. Let (m&, be a generating system 
for 111 containing x = m, . If the columns of the R-matrix A = (u~~)~~,,$~~ 
run through the family of relations of the m,‘s, i.e. (cQ)~~, E R(l) with 
Cis, miaij = 0, then Sx = [A, CX] M. 0 ur aim is to replace A by a finite matrix 
A, in this equation. Then the first claim will be established: Expressing flatness 
in terms of relations ([3, 2.31) yields [A, , CX] M = M([AO, CX] R), and we con- 
clude Ax = AM([A,, , a] R) = MT([A,, a] R) = M([A,, a] R) = Sx.-For an 
arbitrary finite subset J’ of J define A(J) = (u,&~,~~~, . By hypothesis, the 
set of subgroups [A(J’), a] M of M, where J runs through all finite subsets of J, 
contains a minimal element [A(],), a] M which is even a smallest element. 
In other words, for m E [A(],,), CX] M, each finite system 
Jbl Xiuij = --mad (.i E J’> 
can be solved in M. Since M is algebraically compact, the complete system 
C Xiui, = -muaj (j E J) 
iEI\(LX) 
is solvable, that is m E [A, a] M. Thus [A, a] M = [A(J,,), CL] M. 
Gruson and Raynaud have proved in [6, 2.2.1 and 2.3.41 that every element of 
a module with the property we have just verified for M is contained in a projec- 
tive, pure submodule. Since a pure submodule of M is again C-algebraically 
compact = C-pure-injective and therefore a direct summand of M ([12, 3.41 
and [l 1, Theorem 2]), transfinite induction can now be employed to slice off 
projective direct summands of M until M is exhausted. More precisely: For 
each ordinal 01 there is a projective submodule Mu of M such that the family 
(M,&sa has the following properties: 
1. The sum of the Ma’s (/3 < a) is direct, and @&s-a MB is a direct summand 
of M. 
2. M, + 0 in case @aCa: MD g M. 
We conclude M = @4~o MB for 01 > / M I. The details are routine and will 
be left to the reader. (Note that trace-accessibility is not inherited by direct 
summands in general, but the property exhibited in step 1 is.) 
Proqf of CoYozzuYy 1. (1) 9 (2) . is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1 
and 2, (2) * (3) is clear. For (3) 3 (2) compare the first paragraph of the proof 
of Theorem 2 and use [12, 1.31. 
Proof of CoYolluYy 2. “If”: Note that M is C-algebraically compact and 
T is a finitely generated left ideal of R. The latter implies that all direct products 
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ilP are T-accessible and in particular trace-accessible. Since M is also n-flat 
by [4, 2.11, Theorem 2 applies. 
“Only if”: It does not affect our problem to assume that MR is faithful, i.e. 
R right primitive. In particular, the left socle of R coincides with the right 
socle and is of the form So(R) = Bict z e.R, where the ei’s are idempotents 
and both e,R and Re, are simple. 
Being simple and projective, M is (up to isomorphism) contained in So(R), 
and hence So(R) f 0. Because R is prime, we infer that the left annihilator 
Ann,So(R) = &, Ann,(eJ equals zero. Besides, since M is faithful, the 
minimum condition on annihilators Ann,(X) of subsets X of R forces the mini- 
mum condition on annihilator left ideals upon R. Therefore some finite inter- 
section &,, Anna equals zero. Thus R is semisimple and equivalently 
dim(,M) < co. 
Proofs of tke remarks. Let S be the endomorphism ring of MR . 
1. In [15, 2.1 resp. 3.11 the author has shown that PM = M(PR) for 
each p-functor P resp. that a H Mu is a bijection between the left ideals 
a = Ta of R and the left S-submodules of M. This yields the first assertion. 
The second follows from the first, since R is left coherent iff for each finite 
matrix functor [A, a] the left ideal [A, a] R is finitely generated (see [12, 1.31 
and the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 2). 
2. Suppose that R is commutative and that flkeK Mk is a C-algebraically 
compact direct product of projective R-modules Mk . If Tk is the trace of MI, 
respectively, the ideal T’ = CkcK Tk is contained in the trace of HECK Mk . 
It is therefore enough to show that T’ is finitely generated, since this implies 
(I-ILK n/l,) T’ = I-L Mzx . 
First observe Tk = e,R with ek2 = ek : By [14, 2.4 and 3.11 the ideal T, is 
pure in R, and T,a = a for all ideals a contained in Tk . Deduce T,(PR) = PT, 
for each p-functor P. In view of this and l., the hypothesis implies that T, is 
C-pure-injective and hence a direct summand of R. 
The sum CL EK e,R is equal to a finite subsum: Assume on the contrary that 
there is a subset {k, : n E N} of K with eknil $Ciclz efciR for all n. Then none 
of the idempotents fr = ekl , fn+r = ekn+l f iGn (1 - eki), n E N, is equal to 
zero. On the other hand, fs+l xkGm T,c = 0. We conclude P,+lTkn+l ,C PsTkn+l , 
if P, is thep-functor M M Ann,M{ fi ,,..,f,}. But in view of 1. and the preceding 
paragraph, this violates the presumed chain condition of nkEK M, . 
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